An Open Letter to Dane Wigington May 7, 2014

Dear Dane Wigington:

I do appreciate your efforts in fighting with chemtrails and geoengineering. I do recognize that you have made a big impact in exposing chemtrails and geoengineering. However I have noticed some flaws in your statements and position you take which are adversely affecting the Anti-geoengineering movement. Please note that people trust you and any wrong position you take affects most of the people. I know I have talked to you about Global Warming however I am gonna provide you with more solid evidence in this regard.

I am sure any reasonable person who is really working for people will find the information presented in this letter plausible.

Topics are:

1. Global Warming
2. Resources on the earth are not enough to all of us
3. Not using the word Chemtrails and instead using the word Geoengineering

1. Global Warming

Before I start I would like to provide you with a quote from your own page at:

http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/planet-earth-under-chemical-attack-from-chemtrails/#more-7479

Premiere globalist think tank Club Of Rome's quote from the First Global Revolution 1993:

"...divided nations require common enemies to unite them, "either a real one or else one invented for the purpose." Because of the sudden absence of traditional enemies, "new enemies must be identified." "In searching for a new enemy to unite us, we came up with the idea that pollution, the threat of global warming, water shortages, famine and the like would fit the bill...."

"... All these dangers are caused by human intervention, and it is only through changed attitudes and behaviour that they can be overcome. The real enemy then, is humanity itself."

If you carefully examine the above statement you will notice that injecting false threat of “global warming” is part of the Club of Rome’s agenda.

In a nutshell, Global Warming as well as man-made Global Warming are "scientifically" and with "hard data" proven to be FRAUD and HOAX. As a matter of fact a serious threat of an Ice Age is threatening the earth with a peak being 2030-2031. See Dr. Easterbrook as well as John Casey's video.

There are different reasons for this conspiracy, "one of which" is greed of some criminals. Global warming [fraud] has been forced on us to justify Geengineering the climate! They have created a non-existent problem of global warming and are offering a solution of geoengineering the climate to reverse the global warming's effect to gain business and money from the operations which is only one of the reasons behind it.

As you are aware, Geoengineering the climate is destroying the ozone layer allowing highly harmful UVB and UVC radiation of the sun to reach the earth's surface.
According to Dr. Easterbrook, Scientific data that have been provided to us has been "manipulated" by NASA in order to show that the earth is in global warming era contrary to the reality. Global warming has ended in 1998 as the natural cycle ended in 1998. This has been accepted by NASA! The natural global cooling cycle has started since about 1998. This has been proven by Dr. Don Easterbrook in his presentation before the US Senate Committee.

Dr Don Easterbrook Exposes Climate Change Hoax

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4LkMweOVOOl&feature=share

Co2 can absorb highly dangerous UVB radiations of the sun. This is acknowledged by WHO organization. This is part of the puzzle for the global warming conspiracy / fraud.

See: http://www.who.int/uv/uv_and_health/en/

Co2 has been wrongly introduced as a pollutant in order to make profit by sucking Co2 from atmosphere through Carbon Dioxide Reduction (CDR) Geoengineering!! operation and converting it to "FUEL"! See the Business Strategy of David Keith's company:

http://carbonengineering.com/about-ce/

Co2 is "NOT" a pollutant. Human inhale Oxygen and exhale Co2. Plants inhale Co2 and exhale Oxygen. Co2 is the "vital" part of the earth's ecosystem and is essential for humanity's survival. This has been addressed by Dr. Ian Plimer before the UK Parliament.

Climate Change HOAX exposed by Geologist straight to the UK Govt

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iEPW_P7GVB8

IPCC is a political organization created by unfortunately the Canadian Maurice [Redacted]. He is a member of Club of [Redacted] and a promoter of [Redacted]!! A comment by this [Redacted] man states: "Isn't the only hope for the planet that the industrialized civilizations collapse? Isn't it our responsibility to bring that about?"

- Maurice [Redacted], [Redacted]of the UN Environment Programme- Opening speech, Rio Earth Summit. 1992


IPCC's fifth report on climate change has been proven to be fraudulent by Mr. John Casey former White House space program advisor, consultant to NASA Headquarters, and space shuttle engineer.

http://www.spaceandscience.net/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/unipccar5summaryforpolicymakersssrcopinion.pdf

Also his video about Ice Age:

John Casey Exposes Global Warming Fraud
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ItmaEvX77Y

Please also see my open letter written to David Keith at (I will attach it to this email):
And read my letter written to Canadian Authorities including Prime Minister Stephen Harper, CSIS, RCMP,...

http://www.geoengineeringlawsuit.ca/docs/Letter_to_Authorities.pdf

Please also note that 31,487 American scientists have signed this petition, including 9,029 with PhDs opposing global warming!

http://www.petitionproject.org/

2. Resources on the earth are not enough to all of us

A while ago I came across your presentation at: www.youtube.com/watch?v=bo2OZ6pUqT4#t=1h06m57s

Your statement: "The planet can’t support what is in here right now and those in power know this." In another words you are stating that resources are not enough for all of the people on earth.

Let me remind you that this idea has been injected by globalists and criminals behind geoengineering and population control. I am not sure why you have picked that up. What is your evidence?

Club of Rome has been pushing the population control and resources crisis since 1972.

Here it is a quote from page 191 of the book “Limits-to-Growth” published in 1972 sponsored by the Club of the Rome:


“We are further convinced that demographic pressure in the world has already attained such a high level, and is moreover so unequally distributed, that **this alone must compel mankind to seek a state of equilibrium on our planet.**”

Here it is another quote from the book page 66: “Given present resource consumption rates and the projected increase in these rates, the great majority of the currently important nonrenewable resources will be extremely costly 100 years from now.”

An overview of the book above can be found here: http://therationalpessimist.com/2013/01/19/the-club-of-rome-skeptics-and-myths-we-believe/

Here it is the video of George Bernard Shaw asking for **extermination** of innocent people because they cannot produce as much as they consume!!!

Sir, or Madam, now will you be kind enough to justify your existence?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7WBRjU9P5eo

George Bernard Shaw

"You must all know half a dozen people at least who are no use in this world, who are more trouble than they are worth. Just put them there and say Sir, or Madam, now will you be kind enough to justify your existence? If you cant justify your existence, if youre not pulling your weight in the social boat, if youre not producing as much as you consume or perhaps a little more, then, clearly, we cannot use the
organizations of our society for the purpose of keeping you alive, because your life does not benefit us and it can be of very much use to yourself."

And this one by Bill Gates at the location below: [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6WQtRI7A064#t=2m](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6WQtRI7A064#t=2m)

A quote from the video: "World today has 6.8 billion people. That is headed up to 9 billion. Now if we do a really great job on “New Vaccines”, health care, reproductive health care services, we could “LOWER” that by perhaps 10 to 15%."

So you are aligning yourself with such people! Do you believe in what you stated?

3. **Not using the word Chemtrails and instead using the word Geoengineering**

I refer you to your own statement at: [www.youtube.com/watch?v=bo2OZ6pUqT4#t=7m32s](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bo2OZ6pUqT4#t=7m32s)

Any argument about changing Chemtrails to Geoengineering simply is a disinformation injected by globalists and criminals behind chemtrailing innocent people for two purposes below:

1-To remove the chemtrails from our vocabulary

2-To prevent activists from addressing both chemtrails and geoengineering separately.

First, I am not sure why you have picked that up. We are not afraid of some ignorant psychopaths calling us conspiracy theorists! We are well aware that criminals have created hundreds of web pages relating chemtrails to conspiracy theory however we are not afraid of that either. Please just give me a reason why a first time visitor to my site will not believe in chemtrails:

[http://www.geoengineeringlawsuit.ca/](http://www.geoengineeringlawsuit.ca/)

Second is that Geoengineering definition states the following: The deliberate large-scale manipulation of an environmental process that affects the earth's CLIMATE.

As you are aware, Geoengineering might NOT be Chemtrails however Chemtrails with the broad application on earth which is cooling the area where it is being sprayed and cause drought in other areas is considered Geoengineering. So if chemtrails do not affect the CLIMATE, such as when it only being sprayed in a short period of time and a small area, then it will NOT be considered Geoengineering!

This means Geoengineering term is a general term which does not necessarily mean chemtrails. It may or not. Missing to point out the word “chemtrail” in our speech or in our writings or in our Petitions will end up in not targeting the issue of chemtrails technically. That is exactly what criminals behind chemtrailing want.

So basically with the information provided above, in my view, I believe the appropriate policy in fighting with chemtrails AND geoengineering is to call for the cease of geoengineering and chemtrailing operation because global warming is nonexistent in the first place and therefore there is no need for geoengineering and chemtrailing.

Please note that we are fighting for humanity and for our planet. We need to adjust our views based on the evidence and facts provided to us so we can save our planet.

Thank you

Davoud Tohidy